


 

Tag Rugby Ireland  

Every Monday for five weeks, Transition Year 

Students will partake in a Tag Rugby Ireland 

course.   



 

  

trade between teams. The only way to  

succeed in the game was to plan  

ahead and communicate as a team to  

find the solution. The workshop was a  

really fun experience and it gave us  

some key skills on how to plan for any- 

thing in the future in order to gain  

maximum success.   

Junior Cert Results! 
  

      On the morning of the 13 
th   of    

          September 2017, the Transition    
            year students received their Junior    
               Cert results. Although the tension    
                  in the room was high and the    
                  nerves were at their peak, the    
               students walked up one by one to      
                 receive an envelope along with a      
               handshake from Mr.Drummy. Every   
         one scattered off into different corners of     
         the school to anxiously see if their hard   
      work and dedication paid off. It was smiles   
       all round for the Fourth Year pupils, a   
       glimpse of what their coming  year will    
      be like.   

Eagle ’ s Flight 
  

The Eagles flight workshop was a great         
experience for us all as a year group. It         
gave us a better understanding of how to be  
prepared for challenges we are due to face  
and broadened our communication skills to     
work as a team to complete a task. The             
Eagles flight workshop was not only                  
  educational but it was a fun and    
   enjoyable way for us to face challenges     
     together as a year. We were put into    
    teams of six and were given a task to    
      play a board game called  ”  The Lost    
        Dutchman ’ s Gold Mine  “.  We were    
           given limited resources and the only    
             way for us to get more resources was a    



I.T Is Not For Geeks  
On Friday 29th September, a speaker from DELL, Marie 

Moynihan gave a presentation on the job opportunities 

in the IT world. They described a wide variety of jobs 

within most technology companies, many of which did 

not require a huge knowledge in IT much to our surprise 

and the skills and personality traits necessary for these 

various jobs. The talk was very enlightening as many of 

us had never considered a job in IT before but after 

watching a video on what life is like working in DELL and 

coming to understand the rapid growth of the 

technology business many of us found ourselves 

opening up to the possibilities of working in IT and the 

benefits it would have in our later life. The two speakers 

did an excellent job at creating an interest in the IT 

world and even gave out a few gadgets as prizes.   

 

Enterprise Talk  
On Wednesday the 20th September, a guest speaker, Serena Bryans from the 

Wicklow County Enterprise Board, gave us a presentation on the mini company 

competition.  She showed us the ideas from the winners of the previous two 

years (both from Wicklow) and explained how Wicklow were going for their 

third win in a row which no county has achieved before.   

She explained to us the various jobs involved with setting up your mini company 

and how to go about producing and selling their project. She  

then gave us an exercise to carry out which challenged our imagination and 

forced us to get creative with our ideas.   

The presentation was very beneficial as it gave us a better idea as to what is 

involved with setting up a mini company and the standard of the pro- 



Camping Trip  
In the weeks leading up to the “Junior-Certificate-Results-Day”, everyone had already forgotten about about the 

exams that ended 3 months prior. Instead, all of the students were focused on preparations for the Transition Year 

Camping Trip.  

  

On Wednesday, instead of TY students, we saw 90 campers enter the school, carrying tents and huge bags full of food, 

clothes, cooking utensils and many vital electronic devices.  

As soon as we got our results, we quickly gathered our belongings, crammed everything onto the bus, and drove off to 

Lough Dan.  

  

When we arrived, we began to set up our tents. Some of us took longer than others to get to grips with our tents, but 

in the end everyone had their temporary house set up. The Barn soon became an arena of card game showdowns. 

The most popular game was one named “Spit”. A fairly straightforward game, mainly based on luck and quick 

reflexes.  

In the evenings, everyone huddled around the bonfire, singing pop songs and just overall having fun.   

 The next morning, after a wet and windy night, most of the year gathered in the barn to prepare breakfast. Upon 

entering the barn, there was a very noticeable aroma of bacon and toast. It truly felt like home.  

As soon as breakfast was over, everyone started preparing for the 17 km hike. We packed all the necessary items, such 

as water, food and water-proof clothing, and set off on our little adventure.  

The hike itself was quite challenging and was filled with constant changes in terrain. From steep hills to boggy and 

muddy ground, the hike covered everything. Everyone completed the hike, and for our hard work, everyone was 

rewarded with the scenic beauty of the Wicklow Mountains (and a burger when we got back). The views and nature 

were absolutely amazing. The morale was extremely positive during the entire walk, and we all returned to the 

campsite very pleased and exhausted. In the end, despite the freezing and wet weather, we all had a great time in 

Lough Dan. I feel that our year has definitely become more integrated and we are, without a doubt, becoming a unit. 


